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university.  he was inducted into phi 
Alpha theta (history honor society) 

in 2003. 

 since 2000, mr. weadon has 
been a regular contributor on 
historical issues to the “opsec 
i n d i c ato r,” t h e  q u a r te r l y 
magazine of the operations 
s e c u r i t y  co m m u n i t y.  i n 
addition, he is a two-time 
winner of nsA’s george Jelen 
literature Achievement Award, 

and a monthly columnist for 
the severna park voice. 

              mr. weadon is a native 
of washington d.c and currently 

resides with his family in severna park, 
maryland. he is an avid sports fan and 

coaches youth lacrosse and ice hockey in his 
local community.

 h i s  p a s t 
involvement  in 
m u s e u m   a n d 
c r y p t o l o g i c 
history projects 
and his work with 
his predecessor, 
J a c k  i n g r a m 
promise a  smooth 
transition in the 
administration of 
the museum.
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bulletin of the nAtionAl cryptologic museum foundAtion, inc.

volume 8, number 1 spring 2005

 with the retirement of former curator 
Jack ingram in January 2005, (the link, 
winter 2004-2005, vol 7, no. 4) mr. 
patrick weadon became curator for 
the national cryptologic museum. 

 he is the third individual to 
hold this position, originated by 
earl J. “Jerry” coates.

 during his 20 years with the 
national security Agency, he has 
served in such diverse positions as 
special Agent, intelligence research 
Analyst, and public Affairs officer.  

 
 before coming to the Agency, 
h e  i n t e r n e d  d u r i n g  t h e 
carter Administration at the 
president’s council on 
environmental Quality 
and worked on capital 
hill for legislate inc., a 
division of the washington 
post company. 

  mr. weadon holds 
a b.A. in politics from 
the catholic university 
of America, an m.A. in 
legal and ethical studies 
f r o m  t h e  u n i v e r s i t y 
o f  b a l t i m o re,  a n d  i s 
c u r r e n t l y  p u r s u i n g 
his  phd at  American 

new ncm curAtor:
meet pAtrick weAdon

The Link

mr. patrick weadon,
curator of the 

national cryptologic museum
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visit to an active post in Alaska during this period 
and see first hand the superb manner in which 
the current generation is performing its duty. it 
was a visit filled with nostalgia. i can only express 
my thanks to those who made it possible, but i do 
want to share some pictures of the occasion with 
you, as you will see in this issue.

John e. morrison
president

mArkle on civil wAr telegrAphy 

 on 9 June, as one of a series of occasional 
presentations by the ncmf program committee, 
retired Agency employee donald e. markle spoke 
on “civil war cryptology and the telegraph.” in 
retirement, don has indulged long-time interests 
in the American civil war and ww ii, and written, 
lectured, and published on the civil war period 
(as well as introducing some civil war cryptologic 
replicas sold in the ncm gift shop). most recently 
he edited, with notes, the diary of david homer 
bates, a young cryptographer and telegrapher in 
the war department telegraph office frequented by 
president lincoln. bates was also a post-war leader 
in the telegraph industry and lived well into the 
twentieth century. mr. markles’ subject served as a 
reminder that “cryptology” and information security 
concerns pre-dated ww i and ii and the advent of 
radio (originally “wireless” telegraphy). don spoke, 
rather, of a time when electromagnetic telegraphy 
depended on wires.

 spring always brings a sense of change and 
renewal, and so it has been with the foundation. 
we welcomed keith r. hall, a former director of 
the national reconnaissance office (nro), to our 
board of directors. well known in the community 
of intelligence and security, keith brings fresh 
blood and talent to our ranks (and joins at the 
table dr. bob hermann, another former nro 
director). As the faurer task group concentrating 
on our priority goal of a new museum took shape, 
mrs. sherri  legere, the foundation’s office 
manager of recent years, “chopped” to gen. faurer 
to serve him and the group in a similar capacity. 
(she is working in office spaces provided by our 
general counsel, mr. len moodispaw, esq., at 
essex corporation in columbia, md, for which 
we thank len.) mrs. mary faletto now shares 
responsibility for our Administrative staff with mrs. 
bonnie hohenberger, whom we welcome to our 
ranks—they will be dividing the work week between 
them. bruce fletcher asked to be relieved of full 
responsibility for our program committee, but 
offered to assist. planning and delivering programs 
of interest to the membership is an important 
position to have vacant, and i hope that some 
stalwart will step forward to fill that slot. 
 those are the highlights of personnel 
changes involving the foundation and its 
“headquarters” directly. but as important to the 
future is the assumption of leadership of the 
national cryptologic museum by patrick weadon 
(who is featured in this issue) and the arrival of a 
new nsA director, which will be noted in our next 
issue.
 foundation member, and a former chairman 
of our Acquisition committee, Jim boone has had 
his book A brief history of cryptology published by 
the naval institute press. A forthcoming issue of 
the link will treat it in detail, but i’ll jump the gun 
and pronounce it “a winner.” our congratulations 
to Jim! And our special thanks that, in a much 
appreciated gesture, he has announced that 
proceeds from the sale are to be donated to the 
ncm foundation.
 eagle Alliance has once again benefited 
us with the proceeds from their annual golf 
tournament, as you will see. 
 in an “old soldier ’s” return to his f irst 
command, i had the opportunity to pay a little 

overview

gen. morrison presents mr. markle a copy of 
“A brief history of cryptology” by Jim boone
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eAgle AlliAnce golf tournAment 

the fourth Annual eagle Alliance benefit golf tourna-
ment was held on 24 June at the fort george g. meade 
golf club and an impressive number of company teams 
turned out for the event.  general morrison was present-
ed  with a check for $40,000 from the tournament
proceeds by the vice president of eagle Alliance, mr. 

(left to right)  golf tournament sponsors , paul barker, 
vice president, eagle Alliance; tim slusser, vice president, 
eagle Alliance and golf 
tournament organizer; 
sandi bass, Administrator

gerneral morrison and tim slusser shake hands 
beside the crypto cup golf tournament towel.  the 
towels were provided by cybercore, part of eagle Alli-
ance - in addition to their $3,000.00 entry fee.

Above (left to right)  the winning 
team:  scott epley, billy bingham, 
dave gauvin, and walt vieser repre-
senting wells-lander, inc.

 the winning golf team members with 
general morrison and vice president of eagle 
Alliance, tim slusser, at the Aug. 1st trophy 
presentation ceremony. (left to right) brig. 
gen. billy bingham, usAf (ret), walter 
vieser, scott epley, dave gauvin, general 
morrison, & tim slusser 

general morrison and tim 
slusser, vice president of eagle 
Alliance proudly display the 
$40,000.00 check.

tim slusser, during the luncheon that followed.  gener-
al morrison said the foundation was indebted to eagle 
Alliance for their sponsorship of the annual event and 
thanked all the participants for their generous gift of 
the “fee” proceeds.  the winning team was sponsored 
by wells-lander incorporated.  the team members were 
mr.  walt vieser, mr. scott epley, general billy bingham, 
and mr. dave gauvin.  (on 1 August the foundation 
held a reception at the museum in honor of eagle Alli-
ance and the winning team.  At that time general mor-
rison and vice presidents of eagle Alliance, mr. tim 
slusser and mr. paul barker, added the winning team’s 
engraving on the crypto cup trophy in the museum.)
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future of inform system studied

 At the 3 June meeting of the ncmf board of 
directors, attention was called to the approaching 
renewal date for the inform hand-held system 
developed for  the ncm by Acoust iguide. 
Announced in the link, summer 1998 (vol. 1, 
no. 2), as the first, major initiative by the fledgling 
foundation, this then-state-of-the-art personal 
tour guide system, used in some of the world’s 
most prestigious museums and art galleries, was 
recommended by  the chairman of the Acquisition 
committee, J.v. boone, as our “earnest of intent” 
in moving the ncm to the status of a “world class” 
museum. developing the copyrighted script was a 
joint effort between nsA and company staff, keyed 
to displays as they then existed.  

 frank saus, reporting for facilities chairman 
rod sorkin (who is recovering from a stroke) 
noted the decline in use of the equipment, its 
already outdated ‘90s technology and content 
(which had failed to keep pace with expansion 
and moving of exhibits) and posed the question 
of contract renewal on the leased equipment. 
discussion drew out problems with reliability of 
power supply, difficulties in serving visitors while 
engaged in other duties, and how the ncmf 
had finally taken control of the units to relieve 
museum (and gift shop) staff. new ncm curator 
patrick weadon (subsequently supported by his 
predecessor), stressed the limited resources of the 
museum and the difficulty of attempting to “run 
a champagne operation on a beer budget.” while 
recognizing that the museum should not have an 
unwanted or burdensome system imposed upon the 
museum, others expressed reluctance to abandon 
this pioneering effort and sought to renew the 
contract pending further study—while yet others 
proposed to “cut our losses” and discontinue. (it 
had been estimated that the system was costing the 
foundation approximately $13.00 per visitor use.) 
pending a final decision, mr. saus was inquiring 
among other companies for less costly and more 
satisfactory alternatives.

gen. morrison re-visits 
first commAnd 

      in the link (7/4, summer 2004) we noted the 
first reunion—after more than a half century--of  
“the general’s old gang,” the 3rd radio squadron 
mobile (rsm), held at the museum. in an extraor-
dinary set of circumstances, he had the opportunity 
this spring to visit the modern incarnation of his 
unit, commanded by lt. col. paul wade, usAf. As 
shown in the accompanying photographs, it proved 
to be a memorable event for him—and for the new 
generation.

general John e. morrison, ret. arrives at his very 
first command station in Alaska

the past meets the present - 
general morrison

and lt. col. paul wade, usAf, commanding.

general morrison and capt. celina 
croteau, usAf, escort officer
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“A.k.A. smArt” AdvAnces 

the “a[ll] k[ids] a[are] smArt” program, spon-
sored by the foundation is an interactive, com-
puter-based program designed to stimulate stu-

dent interest 
in mathematics 
(and cryptogra-
phy) through 
the internet, 
while facilitating 
computer com-
petency. it incor-
porates games 

and puzzles designed in accordance with the indi-
vidual schools’ learning goals, using student text-
books and teachers’ input as guides. in the spring 
of 2003, a pilot program was introduced in Anne 
Arundel county, maryland, and fairfax county, 
virginia, schools. reaction was highly favorable, 
and word spread. the following year, several more 
schools requested that a.k.a. smArt be added to 
their math curriculum by fall 2004. further ex-
pansion was set for fall 2005.

readers will recall the generous donation by ray-
theon corporation to further a.k.a. smArt, as re-
ported in the previous issue of the link (winter, 
2004/05).

with favorable publicity in the local maryland 
press, in June 2005, gen. morrison, president of 
the ncmf, and mr. morris cove, project man-
ager and principal developer of a.k.a. smArt, 
presented 354 certificates of Achievement to 
participating students at Jones elementary and 
rippling woods elementary schools in maryland. 
presented on behalf of the national cryptologic 
museum foundation, these commended the re-
cipients for their involvement and success in the 
program. (certificates were mailed to the prin-
cipals of the other schools participating in the 
program, for presentation to their  students who 
were involved.)

by the end of the 2005 school year, a number 
of additional schools in Anne Arundel county 
(home of the national security Agency) were 
using a.k.a. smArt as part of their curriculum. 
several schools have implemented it in multiple 
grade levels, bringing the total number of partici-
pating students to over 600. close to 1,000 stu-
dents have now participated in the pilot and cur-
riculum programs.general morrison presents a “smArt” 

certificate of Achievement at 
Jones elementary school 

general morrison and another “smArt” student at 
Jones elementary school
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for the bookshelf
 

continued on page 7

the friar and the cipher: roger bacon 
and the unsolved mystery of the most unusual 

manuscript in the world
mrs. eunice willson rice, guest reviewer

   readers may recall earlier articles about mrs. rice 
and her family. she is the daughter and widow of 
us navy officers from world wars i and ii, and an  
intelligence analyst and cryptanalyst for oni and 
op-20-g during the 1930s and 1940s. she celebrated 
her 93rd birthday on may 5th, 2005 and maintains 
a vigorous walking regimen of several miles each day. 
last winter, she invited the attention of the link 
to a forthcoming book about the mysterious voynich 
manuscript, which has challenged would-be solvers 
of its unreadable text and illustrations for centuries. 
written by bibliophiles lawrence and nancy goldstone 
and published in this country by doubleday in 
february 2005, the book promised to shed new light 
on our long-standing professional nemesis. so we 
invited mrs. rice to write a review of this new history 
of contrary thinkers and the old puzzle:

  when the friar and the cipher first swam into 
my ken, i fervently hoped that it would contain 
several extracts from the cipher text (legibly 
printed for would-be experimenters), as well 
as samples of unsuccessful attempts to solve it. 
the book turned out to be something altogether 
different: a history of two millennia of struggles 
by men intellectually far ahead of their time to 
free themselves from the shackles placed upon 
them by religion and politics.

   starting with socrates, put to death for 
“corrupting the youth with heresies,” the 
authors proceed to describe the frustrations of 
numerous scholars who had the misfortune to 
displease “the establishment.” they outline the 
theories of Ancient greek philosophers plato 
and Aristotle, who promoted logic as the guide 
to life, but which were soon swept away by the 
ever-increasing power exercised by leaders of 
the catholic church. saints like Augustine and 
thomas Aquinas preached the catholic dogma 
with passionate zeal, while burning at the stake 
took care of the recalcitrant.

   two outstanding examples of brilliant men, 
held back by the necessity of steering a safe 
course amongst the constantly shifting politico-
religious alliances, were the bacons, roger in 
the 1200s, francis in the 1500s. roger joined 
the franciscan order—hence the “friar” in 
the title—but was constantly in trouble because 
of his scientific experiments and his most 
injudicious insistence on writing about them. 
he spent some years under house arrest in a 
monastery; it has been suggested that he kept 
busy by working on the manuscript! lawyer, 
scientist, and consummate politician, francis 
bacon also was frequently in trouble with the 
authorities, and resorted to ciphers to protect his 
correspondence. if legend is to be trusted, there 
is, concealed in shakespeare’s plays, a cipher 
which reveals francis to be the true author of 
the bard’s works! roger bacon runs through 
the book in a series of cameo appearances. but 
on page 201 he and the mystic manuscript take 
over the stage, front and center, and hold it for 
the remaining 98 pages. the manuscript was 
discovered, in 1912, by a london book dealer 
named wilfred michael voynich, in a Jesuit 
monastery in italy. since then it has undergone 
endless investigations endeavoring to trace it 
back from the monastery to bacon. it surfaces 
from time to time, but there are many gaps in 
the record. the final result of this 336-page 
inquiry?—take your choice: positively bacon’s; 
possibly bacon’s; absolutely not bacon’s!

   As to a description of the manuscript, it is more 
than 200 pages of vellum about six inches by nine 
inches; inscribed in unidentified ideographic 
symbols by two scribes; illustrated with colored 
drawings of unknown plants, maps of unknown 
areas (both earth and sky), and naked women 
bathing in odd contraptions. cryptologists from 
all over the world, including the friedmans, have 
had a go at decrypting it, but all to no avail. one 
group of researchers even firmly believes that the 
whole manuscript is a hoax—maybe by bacon, 
maybe by someone else. but it is difficult for me 
to believe that anyone might have the patience 
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for the bookshelf
continued from page 6 

continued on page 9

to create something so elaborate, all by hand, 
simply as a hoax.

    this un-footnoted but well-indexed 
book is surely the result of lengthy research on 
the part of the authors. occasional erroneous 
statements caught my eye and led me to wonder 
about the thoroughness of their checking on 
historical facts. here is a sample error: they 
incorrectly identify king henry viii’s father, 
henry vii, as “his older brother, who died 
young.” [underlining added.] surely they could 
not have forgotten henry viii’s marriage to his 
brother Arthur’s catholic widow, which set the 
stage for “bloody mary” [daughter of henry 
viii who restored papal supremacy in england, 
which led to persecution of protestants and 
burning of opposing bishops] and the english 
religious wars! despite these few mistakes, my 
general impression is that the authors are very 
well informed about the voynich manuscript.

voynich: valuable hidden message or 
pointless steganography?
cApt raymond p. schmidt

   for those who like a good mystery that no 
one else has solved, perhaps you may wish to 
try your luck! or, if you are simply puzzled 
that a small  volume handed down from 
medieval europe could stymie some of the 
best bibliophiles, linguists, mathematicians, 
cryptologists, historians, philosophers, and 
other great minds for so many centuries, here 
is another view about the voynich manuscript. 
it requires only a bit of careful thinking but it 
also helps to have a keen sense of humor. mrs. 
rice alluded to researchers who believe they 
have discovered the secret—the manuscript is 
a hoax!

   you can look at pages yourself relatively 
easily and inexpensively. while the mysterious 
manuscript is now available to researchers at 
the yale beinecke rare book and manuscript 
library, anyone can download free Jpegs* of 
both its text and its images from the web. one 
such site is http://www.voynich.nu/gallery.html 

but there are others quickly found by using your 
computer search engines.

   once you read the friar and the cipher, 
or any one of hundreds of books,** articles, 
manuscripts, and web sites that grapple with the 
voynich story, consider the conclusion of english 
psychologist dr. gordon rugg. A senior lecturer 
in the school of computing and mathematics 
at keele university near manchester, england, 
dr. rugg has established to his satisfaction that 
the manuscript is gibberish. carefully generated 
nonsensical text it is, but gibberish nonetheless. 
his analysis is based on what he calls the “verifier 
approach” to understanding how experts acquire 
knowledge but still make egregious mistakes. 
he maintains that an “expertise gap” is rife in 
academia. (one version of this observation is 
the definition of an expert who knows more 
and more about less and less.) this technique 
requires experts to construct a mental map of 
their discipline, and then he forms an atlas of the 
universal knowledge of the subject. this enables 
him, in his judgment, to identify a potential gap 
in the knowledge.

   dr. rugg’s study of the voynich manuscript 
constitutes a beta test for his seven-step 
process:
1. gather knowledge of a discipline through 
interviews and reading;
2. determine whether critical expertise has been 
applied in this discipline;
3. Analyze the research for bias and mistakenly 
held assumptions;
4. examine the jargon of the discipline to 
identify different definitions of key terms;
5. check for classic mistakes using human-error 
tools;
6. follow the errors as they ripple through the 
underlying assumptions; and
7. develop new paths for research that emerge 
from the preceding steps.

   dr. rugg hypothesizes that experts do not 
have greater reasoning power than, say, a smart 
novice, but their years of experience lead them 
to short-circuit systematic thinking by use of 
a pattern matching process. thus, a doctor 
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example pages of the voynich are from the extensive 
beinecke library at yale university
beinecke.library.yale.edu/brbldl/

voynich
mAnuscript
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for the bookshelf
continued from page 7 

who has practiced medicine for decades might 
diagnose symptoms of an illness more quickly 
than an intern. And that diagnosis might be 
dead wrong.  through his psychologist training 
in using elicitation techniques to draw out and 
define what experts know, rugg demonstrated 
that industrial and office managers make these 
kinds of mistakes. he also added skills and tools 
employing decision-making models, formal 
logic and reasoning, and a study of literature on 
human error. one supporter calls it a “scientific 
method to verify the methods of science.” 
rugg believes the hoax explanation has been 
prematurely discounted by experts.

   in brief, once dr. rugg noted that the voynich 
manuscript appeared too linguistically strange 
to be an un-encoded natural language, and 
too linguistically complex to have been a hoax, 
and centuries of research still had not “broken 
the code,” he posited an alternative theory. his 
solution employed a form of a cardan grille*** 
and tables of gibberish syllables to produce 
quasi-random meaningless nonsense. this 
process has normally been used to communicate 
hidden plaintext (or often encrypted text) of 
importance to the sender and recipient, and is 
known as steganography from the greek word 
for hidden writing. rugg thinks that the “voynich 
joke” was originated by one edward kelley, an 
accomplished charlatan who lived in the last half 
of the 16th century. (note that the manuscript’s 
date and place of origin and provenance have 
never been definitively confirmed. the voynich 
manuscript may indeed date from a time closer 
to francis than to roger bacon.) he admits that 
he has not proven his theory of a hoax, arguing 
only that his approach produces the same 
qualitative and quantitative textual features as 
the manuscript.

   you can find a detailed article explaining the 
hoax in the January 2004 issue of cryptologia. 
those who do not subscribe to that sometimes 
technical journal might appreciate a more 
general discussion the August 2004 issue 
of scientific American.  if that magazine has 
disappeared from your library, you can still 

read the article online at http://lists.virus.
org/cryptography-0406/msg00146.html. for 
those who wonder whether centuries of efforts 
at “reading” the voynich manuscript have been 
worth the time and expense, just imagine how 
much will be spent now that computers are 
aiding in the quest! i said you might need a keen 
sense of humor to gain the full perspective on 
this story.

* Jpeg stands for Joint photographic experts 
group. this is computer term named after its 
developers for a standardized format used to 
store data in binary computer files for faster 
image transfer rates. it allows for over 16 million 
different colors. it also compresses data into a 
form which re-expands into an image that is 
close to, but not quite identical with, the original 
image, making it very useful for photographs.

** A good but somewhat dated account is 
found in dr. david kahn’s the codebreakers 
(1967), and a later work by mary e. d’imperio, 
the voynich manuscript: An elegant enigma 
(national security Agency, 1978, also published 
by Aegean park press, laguna hills, california, 
1980). two other books of note are robert s. 
brumbaugh’s the world’s most mysterious 
manuscript ( weidenfield and nicholson, 
london, 1977, and southern illinois press, 
carbondale, 1978) and gary kennedy and rob 
churchill,  the voynich manuscript (orion 
press, 2004)

*** named after renaissance mathematician 
Jerome cardan, the grille can be constructed 
out of a card perforated with holes at designated 
points. this card is laid over a page of text 
containing a hidden message and only the letters 
appearing through the holes of the grille are 
read.
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 in a departure 
from the past, memorial 
d a y  s e r v i c e s  h e l d 
within the national 
security Agency on 
25 may 2005 not only 
paid tribute to those 
who had made the 
s u p r e m e  s a c r i f i c e 
whi le  ser v ing in  a 
cryptologic capacity, 
but singled out and 
identified the person 
whose name had most 
recently been added to 
the memorial wall—
sgt. Joseph m. nolan, 
usA. the ceremony was opened by chief master 
sergeant Alan r. dowling, usAf, the director’s 
senior enlisted Advisor. the national Anthem 
was rendered by the Agency’s parkway chorale, 
followed by the invocation by mAJ terry Austin, usA, 
chaplain of the 704th mi brigade. Acting director 
william b. black, Jr. delivered the keynote address. 
“A tribute to a cryptologic hero” was narrated by 
mg richard J. Quirk, iii, usA, director of the signals 
intelligence directorate. he then assisted mr. black 
in unveiling sgt nolan’s name, and a wreath was 
placed by mr. black and cms dowling. A reception 
followed, for family members and other participants, 
among whom were sgt nolan’s father (who spoke 
to the attendees) and some twenty members of the 
nolan family.

 connecticut-born sgt Joe nolan was graduated 
from st. Joseph’s university in philadelphia, a Jesuit 
institution that instills a sense of obligation to serve. 
with a father who was a marine in viet nam, a 
grandfather who served in the navy in ww ii, and 
a great grandfather who had served in ww i, Joe 
(or Joey, as he was known in the family) enlisted in 
the Army upon graduation. he was chosen to attend 
a highly selective, 63-week course in Arabic at the 
defense language institute in monterey, california, 

finishing fourth in a class of eighteen. he was assigned 
to the 312th intelligence battalion of the 1st cavalry 
division and sent to iraq. translating, reporting time-
sensitive information, 27-year old sgt nolan lost his 
life when an “improvised explosive device” blew up 
his vehicle. As the memorial day service reminded 
us, “ success in the cryptologic realm is not always 
dependent on intelligence and talent; sometimes it 
depends on courage and bravery, as well.”

bill Jenkins

retired nsA senior executive william harry 
Jenkins, 73, of millersville, md—better known 
to his friends and colleagues as “bill”-- died 24 
June  2005 after a seven year battle with multiple 
myeloma.  he is survived by his wife, shirley, 
his daughters grace Jenkins (powers) and Amy 
mataban, his grandchildren, marina and Anya 
powers and tyrus mataban, and his sister, dorothy 
freeland.  

mr. Jenkins was born in baltimore in 1931 and 
married shirley gunther in 1953. he attended 
the university of maryland and received his Juris 
doctorate from the university of baltimore in 1958.  
he was also a graduate of the defense language 
institute in monterey, cA, the u.s. Army war 
college, and the national war college.  mr. Jenkins 
is a former president and lifetime member of 
the phoenix society and former member of the 
American and maryland bar Associations.  he 
served as legal counsel to the phoenix society for 
many years.

mr. Jenkins served in the Army during the korean 
war and subsequently had a distinguished career 
spanning thirty-six years with the national security 
Agency.  while with nsA, mr. Jenkins held a number 
of the Agency’s most senior posts, both in the u.s. 
and europe, including inspector general; chief, 
nsA europe; and commandant of the national 
cryptologic school, among others.  he retired 
from nsA in 1987. since that time, mr. Jenkins 
worked as a security consultant and operated his 
own private law practice.  he was well known in 
defense intelligence circles for his leadership and 
selfless patriotism, as well as his talents as a linguist 
and cryptologist.

memoriAl dAy At nsA
 honoring sgt. Joseph michael nolan

 
sgt. Joseph michael nolan

united states Army
3/10/77 - 11/18/04
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       museum volunteers feted  
on 6 June, the Agency public Affairs office (pAo) 
and the museum curator’s staff held an appre-
ciation party for museum volunteers and staff, to 
which the ncm foundation staff was invited.  do-
cents and receptionists received from nsA silver 
nameplates with stars denoting years of service.  
past docents and receptionists were awarded cer-
tificates.  the ncmf presented an engraved desk 
calculator and clock to mr. Jack ingram for his 
dedication and contributions to the museum mis-
sion.  he also received a lifetime membership in 
the foundation.  Jack thanked the foundation 
and board member david gaddy, editor of the 
link, for their support.  he said he looked for-
ward to receiving the foundation bulletin as one 
of his “perks.”  mr. Art green, who provided car-
pentry services to the museum and the ncmf of-
fice, was also honored with an engraved clock.  As 
always, ms. pat clements honored the gathering 
with one of her appropriate cakes.  her latest cu-
linary coup was in the likeness of a ww ii navajo 
“windtalker.”

ncmf web site nAme chAnge
www.cryptfoundation.org

in order to more accurately reflect the “not-for-
profit” status of the foundation, a new domain 
name has been secured to replace what some 
thought was the world’s longest url: www.na-
tionalcryptologicmuseumfoundation.com. the 
new url is www.cryptfoundation.org. if you have 
“bookmarked” the old one, it will continue until 
the contract expires, when the new one will replace 
it altogether as the address of our ncmf web site.

memoriAl registry
 the foundation’s “in memorium” registry was 
initiated in 2002 (the link, vol. 4, nos. 1 and 2, and 
vol. 5, no. 4) to provide for member recognition of 
departed colleagues, admired and beloved supervisors, 
and others, whose “silent service” deserved special 
recognition. the memorial book records the name of 
the individual so honored and the sponsor(s). entry of 
that information is based upon receipt of a donation 
of $100 or more to the ncmf. multiple sponsorships 
are also listed, in the order received or alphabetically. 
(of the 29 names listed in the first report in the link, 
winter 2002, the first 24 are in alphabetical order.) 
donations of lesser amounts than $100 are gratefully 
accepted, and acknowledged in a letter of recognition 
and appreciation to the donor.

 in addition to the book, a memorial tablet or 
plaque records the names of individuals in whose 
memory a donation of $10,000 (or more) is received. 
both the book and the tablet are displayed at the 
entrance to the museum. donor-sponsors are reminded 
that their donations contribute directly to the work 
of the foundation in support of the museum, and 
that the amounts are entirely tax-deductible under 
the provisions of the internal revenue service, which 
recognizes the ncmf as a not-for-profit 501 c (3) 
organization.

 the following name has been added to the 
memorial book:

#62 honoree: william harry Jenkins
        sponsor: harry g. rosenbluh

wwii navajo “windtalker” cake
created by ms. pat clements
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Join the National Cryptologic
Museum Foundation president

maj. gen. John e. morrison, Jr.
 usAf (ret.)

vice president
mr. eugene becker

vice president emeritus
mr. robert e. rich

secretAry
mr. John s. garcia
treAsurer
ms. geraldine g. garrett

treAsurer emeritus
mr. william t. kvetkas, Jr.

generAl counsel
leonard e. moodispaw, esq.

boArd of directors
chAirmAn
maj. gen. John e. morrison, Jr.
 usAf (ret.)
members
mr. ralph w. Adams
mr. eugene becker
ms. Ann Z. caracristi
lt. gen. lincoln d. faurer usAf (ret.)
mr. robert J. fitch
mg thomas J. flynn usA (ret.)
mr. david w. gaddy
mr. keith r. hall
ms. lee hanna
dr. robert J. hermann

members continued
mr. michael J. Jacobs
dr. david kahn
mr. James w. pryde
Adm william o. studeman, usn (ret.)

AdministrAtive stAff
mrs. mary J. faletto
mrs. bonnie hohenberger

committee chAirmen
mr. william Arrington, finance & Audit
dr. sarah l. botsai, pAo
mr. david m. d’Auria, Acquisition
mr. edward Jacobs, membership
maj. gen. John e. morrison, Jr.,   
      usAf (ret.), development
mr. rodney b. sorkin, facilities
vacant, program
mr. milton Zaslow, recognition
mr. david w. gaddy, bulletin editor

contAct us:
(301) 688-5436 & 5437
fax (301) 688-5619
email: cryptmf@aol.com
http://www.cryptfoundation.org

museum telephone:
(301) 688-5849
library (301) 688-2145

museum hours:
monday - friday - 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
1st & 3rd saturdays - 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

The National Cryptologic
Museum Foundation, Inc.

p. o. box 1682
ft. george g. meade, maryland 20755-9998

forwArding service reQuested

The National Cryptologic
Museum Foundation, Inc.

AnnuAl membership ApplicAtion
o please begin/renew my membership in the
 foundation

 o benefactor $10,000 o patron $5,000
 o sponsor $1,000 o donor $500
 o supporter $250 o contributor $100
 o sustainer $50 o individual $25
the foundation is certified as a non-profit organization by the i.r.s.

name _____________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________

city _______________________________________________

state _________________________Zip __________________

phone _____________________ e-mail _________________

date _______________________________________________
please make your check payable to:

ncmf

nonprofit
u.s. postage 

paid
fort meade, md

permit no. 43


